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Harrison Bi-Coloured Dummy
Stamp Surfaces after 100 Years

BBC Television's "Jim'll Fix It"
Harrison Visit Label Revisited

New discovery comes as a surprise

Presentation / proof card found on eBay

Thanks to a lucky auction house purchase by a
reader of Dummy Stamps, this Harrison label, which
was previously unrecorded as a bi-colour, can take
its rightful pride of place as the lead story.

The label is on gummed, unwatermarked paper and
is in the red of the one-penny and the green of the
half-penny British postage stamp ink colours of the
early 20th century, as most readers will realise.
You can see where the registration is not 100% and
the colours therefore overlap slightly. The misalignment of these colours is to be expected and I
am sure that Harrison will have perfected this
particular problem as a part of this dummy stamp
print run.
This is a lovely item and one to look out for. *

Not known previously by compiler of DS, but it is
probably a presentation item rather than proof. *

This issue of Dummy Stamps has been published in
the run up to Christmas and will hopefully be a
welcome diversion from trips to shopping centres.
Many thanks to all who have written to me and for
the strong interest shown in DS this past year. *
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Chambon Sample Labels
London branch of company produced sample album

The company of Chambon was founded in France in
1877 and an album of sample stamps from the UK has
recently been found. Inside it states "...90 years of
experience...", indicating that it must have been
produced in 1967, although some of the labels
included were certainly printed well before that year
and had probably simply remained in stock at the
Hammersmith premises. *

Test label from coil strip shown in previous column.

Page of sample trading stamps and outside cover of album

Machin Stamp without Value
Printer and purpose sought

Does any reader recognise the item illustrated
below? The scan comes from an unrecorded source
and the stamp has not personally been seen.

Burma sample (above), outside back cover (below left)
and Iran (?) label (below
right). Text translation
would be appreciated.

It is unusual in that it does not bear any face value,
unlike the many De La Rue ink colour standard
dummy stamps recently offered by stamp dealers
that each bear a "00p" face value. It appears to be
metallic and any help in identifying the printer and
purpose for this dummy would be appreciated. *
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The Waterlow "Australian Essays",
or, rather, "Dummy Stamps"

DLR Christmas Greetings Card

Article clarifies status of KGVI Labels

As this issue of DS is appearing at Christmas, I
thought that I would illustrate a greetings card that
was sent by De La Rue executives to important
customers.

Pages 13 and 14 of this issue of DS reproduces an
article by Brian Livingstone and myself that first
appeared in the February 2010 issue of Stamp Lover,
the magazine of the National Philatelic Society.
Unusually, it did receive a reader response, so the
letter and its reply, which is probably best read after
reading pages 13 and 14, is reproduced below.

Does anyone know its vintage?

The date of this Christmas card is unknown, but it is
an attractive item that appears to bear engraved text
within the inside front cover. It has an apparently
handwritten signature of a G L Newman, but I have
been unable to ascertain the years during which he
served at the company, or his position. *

More Dummy Stamps
From Michael J James, Torksey, Lincolnshire
Dear Michael,
For many years I have owned the single copy and block of
four of the "stamps" shown in figure 1 (not depicted here). I
have never known how they came to be printed or for what
purpose.
So when I saw the article in the previous issue, I read it
from beginning to end. I examined my own specimens and
also remembered I had kept a copy of an auction catalogue
from Phillips dated February 2000 which included at lot 66 the
"stamps" and brief description. (Lot 66 Essays: KGVI imperf
engraved essays by Waterlow, four in different colours on
gummed paper, rare, see illustration. Est: £600 to £650.)

Response by Brian Livingstone:
I am not sure that I can really say how much these dummy
stamps are really worth. As with any collectable the buyer has
to decide himself depending on how rare he knows it to be and
how much he wants it.
The point we were trying to make in the article was not
that these are valuelesss but that they had been incorrectly
described for many years. To be fair to Phillips, it was
generally accepted that they were some sort of essay rather
than a dummy stamp. I think very few people would have been
aware of the note in GSM written in 1956. My generation of
collectors (now aged 60-ish) would probably not have been
reading GSM in those days and the previous generation (70-ish
now) were probably more interested in "other things" at that
time and so were unlikely to be reading GSM either.
Interestingly, a dealer's catalogue produced this month
shows a single stamp in the ¾ face version with the marginal
colour bar and that was priced at around £75.
It is correctly described as a dummy stamp probably
printed to demonstrate "Rotaglio", so that may be a guide for
future values.
When I presented this information to the King George VI
Collectors Society several members agreed that the stamps had
probably been overvalued in the past but no-one accepted my
offer to take them off their hands now for a nominal sum.
(Stamp Lover, Volume 102, April 2010)

*

The 4d. Great Britain was engraved by
Jean Ferdinand Joubert de la Ferte (1810-1884).
It was the first postage stamp printed by
Thomas De La Rue and was issued on
July 31st 1855.
Reconstruction of inside front cover text.

With all Good Wishes

G. L. Newman
Thomas De La Rue & Company Limited
Bunhill Row
London E.C.1
Reconstruction of inside back cover text.
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Waddington's "Pop Stamps"
"Stamps" appeared earlier than previously thought

The first postage stamps fully produced by
Waddington’s was in 1967 for St. ChristopherNevis-Anguilla.

The backing card for The Bachelor's pop stamps is
numbered 108, but it is doubtful that Waddington
produced that many different labels, especially as
they are so rarely encountered. Maybe they started at
number 101, making at least eight sets (at least) far
more likely. *

However, reading The Waddingtons Story
published in 2008 by Jeremy Mills Publishing
and written by Victor Watson, Waddingtons exChairman, this can possibly be questioned.
On page 74 he writes: “At Waddingtons, for
playing cards we used 175 dots per inch and
prided ourselves on it. In about 1960, we learned
from Bob Lewin’s company, Brett Litho of New
York, how to print 300 dots per inch and from
then on we used that process for postage stamps”
(my italics).
Prior to postage stamp production, they had been
printing trading stamps for Green Shield and also
got involved with marketing “Pop Stamps”. While
these are not dummy stamps, per se, they are a good
indication of their ability to print stamp-like items.
So far, Dusty Springfield, the Beatles and The
Bachelors have been seen in this series, which must
have also included other pop artists from the 1960s
era. The single larger hole on each side and at each
corner of these pop stamps indicates that they
probably used their trading stamps perforator.
Later Waddington also became involved with the
American giant Sperry & Hutchinson following an
agreement with Eureka Security Printing of
Pennsylvania. Maybe Mr. Watson (who was in
his nineties in 2008) is referring to these stamps
when he writes about the screen process in use?

Front and back of pack and
single Bachelor's label.
Note poor print quality >>

*
Dusty
Springfield's
"Pop
Stamps"
in a poor
state.
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The House of Questa and Ashton Potter's Linerless Coil Format Stamps
Newly found information reveals that two versions were produced

In issue 2 of DS, I recorded the Ashton Potter / Questa selfadhesive label promoting linerless coil dummy stamps. To recap:
"Back in 1999, Royal Mail was approached by MDC, the Canadian owners of the House of Questa
stamp printers. They had a proposal that the UK should issue stamps in mini-coils of 100 self-adhesive stamps held on a backing card to be sold via hang-sell display units in Post Offices. These
would primarily have been for use by the SOHO (Small Office, Home Office) business
category, which can be from one to 10 workers.
What made this proposal unique in British philately was that, unlike normal self-adhesive stamps,
they never had a silicone backing sheet but, instead, the stamps stuck to each other in the same way
that Sellotape does. A full mock-up was supplied for consideration, but was not progressed.
Royal Mail assures me that 1st class Machins with imperf top/bottom margins were never made!"

When going through my stack of North American related dummy
research papers I rediscovered an email exchange with an
American philatelic friend in 2001 that sheds more light on these
labels. The relevant portion is reproduced at the foot of this page
and shows how both litho [Ashton Potter, Canada or USA] and
gravure [House of Questa, UK] versions were produced.
Royal Mail was one of the administrations to receive a test roll,
together with a hang-sell card mocked-up by either Ashton Potter
or Questa [I suspect that it was AP, due to the imperforate top and
bottom of the simulated Machin NVI definitive]. My earlier
article illustrated the card as a poor quality black and white image,
but it can now be shown in colour, alongside.
Sadly for my contact, I have not
discovered any more examples
and my copy is, perhaps not
surprisingly, the gravure version
produced by Questa.
The small text on the label bears
a repeat STAMPS FOR THE
WORLD inscription across the
world map, while the microprinting at foot of label reads
MULTIPRINT, again in a
continuously repeated line. *
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CASCO Philatelic Course

DLR and Captain Cook

Better image of management sheet sought

Stamps depict DLR dummy stamp design source

In 1987, the Crown Agents held a course about how
to manage a philatelic bureau operation.

In the December 2010 issue of Themescene, the
journal of the British Thematic Association, there is
an article entitled "Captain Cook Observed" by
Alwyn Peel. It describes how he was the collector
able to identify Captain Cook as the person depicted
on the 1968 De La Rue phosphor trial dummies.
He illustrates a coinage stamp from the Cook
Islands issued in 1975 that has an accompanying
label showing the Wedgwood plaque by Flaxman.
However, an
earlier 1970 Cook
Islands stamp
also depicts the
bust on a Royal
Visit miniature
sheet for anyone
wishing to show
the source image alongside the DLR dummy stamps.
Expect to pay c£7 for a mint copy of the MS. *

As a souvenir keepsake, Walsall produced a sheet of
15 perf'd labels depicting those who had taken part.
The illustration above hardly does justice to the item
so if any reader can supply a quality scan it will be
depicted in a future issue of DS. *

Rembrandt Intaglio Printing Co
Better image sought

As with the item in adjacent column, a better quality
image of the item below is sought, please. *

William Ridgeway, Engraver
Putting a face to a name

Description and image from eBay lot.

William Ridgeway engraved the dies of the early
stamps of Sarawak (1869/1871), including the
Revenue receipt
stamps, on
behalf of the
printer Maclure,
MacDonald &
Macgregor of
London and
Glasgow. It is
believed he was
freelance. He
also engraved
currency notes
and stamps of
other countries.
*
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Cartorelief Update

Harrison "Peaceland" Design

New information comes to hand

Help Appreciated

In a recent issue of DS, I recorded the thermographic sheet produced by Cartor. More information
has recently come to light in that "the sheet was
printed using a highly-refined version of the
commercial silk-screen process, good enough to
imitate some forms of die-stamping, which is
marked under the name of Cartorelief and has been
used for some African stamps to enhance normal
lithographic work." This information was recorded
by the late and much respected Edgar Lewy in an
unknown 1984 British stamp periodical.
We further learn that the sheet depicts an eagle
and was chosen because the address of Cartor in
France at that time was "L'Aigle" (The Eagle) . The
sheet was certainly available in 1984, but may have
been produced even earlier.
The silk-screen process is not encountered very
often in stamp production today, any more than
thermography is. These processes are defined in my
work for Royal Mail, entitled British Stamp Printers,
as follows:

The label shown below is a poor quality photocopy
reproduced from an [unknown] issue of the British
publication Cinderella Philatelist, as issued to all
members of the Cinderella Stamp Club. This is an
excellent club and full details of membership are
available from www.cinderellastampclub.org.uk

[Silk]-Screen (also known as serigraphy). A printing process in
which the ink is forced via a giant squeegee through a fine screen
(once made of silk, hence name) onto the paper surface of the stamp
below. A protective coating on the screen allows colour to pass
through in some places (the image area), but not others (the nonimage area). Invariably used when heavy ink coverage is required, it
is a comparative newcomer in the field of stamp printing. Screen
printing was first applied to a British stamp using a thermochromic
ink on the Nobel Prizes 2nd class value of 2001.
Thermography. A finishing technique whereby slow-drying ink is
applied to the paper and, while the ink is still wet, is lightly dusted
with a resinous powder. The sheet of stamps passes through a heat
chamber where the powder melts and fuses with the ink to produce a
raised surface, giving the effect of recess printing. It is most
frequently encountered by the general public on invitations and on
business cards. *

From the caption in the magazine we learn that this
dummy stamp was ".... engraved by E W Carter of
Harrison & Sons, prepared in the 1930s to demonstrate his engraving ability." {But did Harrisons also
print it, as they were basically photogravure
printers?}
My research papers describe the design as being of
a bird in flight over the sea, inscribed 1c / ONE
CENT / 1c above and PEACELAND below with an
ornamental frame left and right, but no other details.
Can any reader please clarify colours known, the
printing process, whether imperforate, perforate, or
both exist and any other information. Also, a better
quality scan would be appreciated. I will publish
any feedback in the next issue of DS. *

Walsall Advert on Back of Stamp

Waddington Produced
Imitation Aerogrammes
Have you ever seen examples?

The article referenced above by Edgar Lewy also
mentions that John Waddington of Kirkstall, Leeds,
was in attendance at IMPA 84 (Hamburg, Germany)
and he states that "...John Waddington, Leeds,
displayed imitation aerogrammes...".
Has any reader ever seen an example of one of
these dummy airletters? *
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Format International Security
Stamp Printers

Harrison Dummy Stamps of the
Reign of King George V

Background to company activities is now online

Display wins Cinderella trophy

A new website devoted to the stamp output of
Format International is now accessible at
http://golowesstamps.com/reference/formatprinters/
FormatInternationalSecurityPrinters.htm
(note the lack of www in the URL).
It contains a lot of information about this
company and its eventual demise and although no
dummy stamps are recorded within the pages, it will
interest collectors who specialise in print matters.
I find the use of a black background with
turquoise, magenta, green and red emboldened text
to be tiring on the eyes after just a minute or two of
viewing. In fact I tend to copy the text and paste it
into a Word document and change the text colour to
black before attempting to read a long passage.
However, this should not be allowed to devalue the
content of this site.

Pages 9 to 12 of this newsletter contain a sixteen
page display on the above subject reproduced at
40% of actual size. If viewing the PDF version of
DS, then enlarging the viewing size will enable the
pages to be seen adequately. The display recently
won the prestigious Cinderella Stamp Club's annual
competition Glass Slipper trophy for its owner. *

About the company:

Harrison Shakespeare Labels Exist
in "New" Colours
Two further sheets of ten discovered

These labels have been written about previously in
DS. Sets of 29 colours were first sold some years
back, with a 30th sheet having been sold intact by
the same dealer before making-up the sets. Now two
further sheets can be added, making 32 colours. *

The origins of Format go back to the early 1960s with a
company called Caldew Colour Plates Ltd, which was a
colour reproduction specialist producing the plates needed
for high quality printing. Caldew advanced the idea of
300-screen and gradually realised that this had an
application in stamp printing. Working with colleagues in
the paper and ink industries the outcome was an issue of
stamps from Yemen depicting the paintings of Rembrandt.
An uncredited article in the March 1985 issue of Stamp
Magazine [GB] entitled ‘The Right Format’ stated: “One must
remember that in those days the company was still Caldew
Colour Plates Ltd: the actual printing was the result of cooperation with other printers. Stamp printing in litho was in
fact undertaken on behalf of other established stamp printers:
a name plate was held in readiness which could be screwed up
should visitors ever call expecting to be shown to a stamp
printing plant, in the belief that these were the premises of
another printer.”
Gradually, the expertise of Caldew and its associates at an
established printer (Questa Colour Ltd) came together and
it was decided that the time had come to launch a new
company.
A suggestion was made by the Questa founders that a ‘onestop-shop’ package could be offered to clients with wellknown stamp designer Victor Whiteley offering his design
services, Caldew Colour Plates producing the plates and
Questa Colour Ltd printing the stamps. This consortium
was given the name of Format International Security
Printers Ltd, trading out of premises in Bermondsey,
London, and, at that time, Format’s name appeared on
many issues that had actually been printed by Questa,
including those for the Crown Agents, from 1968. *

Coates Inks
1d Red P18061

Fishburns Inks
Mirro Green 223/1

...and finally
I always welcome details of new dummy finds from
printers past and present, and so invite you to write via
my Guest Book at stampprinters.info/guestbook.htm,
where requests to subscribe to DS can also be made.
Business, family and other commitments to the hobby
mean that I cannot guarantee that I can rigidly stick to a
publishing programme and therefore suggest that you
visit stampprinters.info/dummystamps.htm every so
often where PDF files of this and all future and previous
issues of Dummy Stamps will be available to download
and print-off. Thank you. *
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Harrison Dummy Stamps of King George V Display ~ Pages 1 to 4 of 16.
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Harrison Dummy Stamps of King George V Display ~ Pages 5 to 8 of 16.
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Harrison Dummy Stamps of King George V Display ~ Pages 9 to 12 of 16.
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Harrison Dummy Stamps of King George V Display ~ Pages 13 to 16 of 16.
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The following article is reproduced with the kind permission of the Editor of Stamp Lover, the magazine of the
National Philatelic Society. Visit www.ukphilately.org.uk/nps to see all of the many benefits of membership.
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